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Legislature responds to sex crimes with new bill
ByERYN M.HUNTINGTON
Staff Reporter
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Dark, dimly lit walkways are prime target areas for attacks from sexual

predators.

ASSU voices opposition
to proposed budget
By BODETTE PENNING
Editor
Voicingoppositions to the proposedbudget for nextyear, the AssociatedStudents sent aletter to William J. Sullivan,SJ,president of Seattle
University on Jan. 24. The ASSU opposes additional funding for the
Pathways andoutdoor experienceprograms.
"We're trying to keep tuition costs down by looking at the costeffectiveness of above-baseproposals," said ASSUPresident DavePaul.
The Pathways and OutdoorExperienceprograms serve onlyincoming
freshman and transfer students.
Citing concerns documented in the accreditation report, the ASSU
letter to Sullivan instead recommends above-base funding for multicultural studentservices. Multi-cultural servicesprovide supportforover
700 international and minority students at SU.
The accreditation report states that "as more minority students are
enrolled,adequateprovisionsmust bemade for their supporton campus.
It is inappropriate to recruit minority students and not be prepared to
provide the kindof support services that make them feel welcome on
campus."
Paulagreed,saying, "The university shouldback up theircommitment
to persons of color with adequate support services."
ASSURep.John Boyle said that theASSU supports themulti-cultural
services because these programs reach a greater number of students,
including more non-traditional students.
"Theuniversity is trying to attractminority and international students,
butonce these students get herewe're notsupporting them in their needs
inour school andour country," Boyle said.
TheASSUalsorecommended additional funding for therenovation of
the Connolly Center, which is open to all students, faculty, staff and
alumni.
The department of Student Development recommended above-base
funding ofall four of the programs addressed by the ASSU: Pathways,
Outdoor Experience,multi-cultural services, and the Connolly Center.
Totalabove-base requests from all departmentsexceedavailable funding

BUDGET:continued on page 2

Legislation transforming Washington's response to sex crimes
cleared the state House of Representatives withunanimous approval
Monday.
Thebill,which wasunanimously
approved by the Senate Jan. 24,
provides for civil commitment of
"sexually violentpredators,"longer
sentences, more treatment programs for offenders, and mandatory lifetime registration of sex
offenders. It also requires that
witnessesandvictimsbenotifiedif
theoffender isreleased,escapes,or
istransferred toanotherinstitution.
Thecontroversial civil commitment statute allows the state to
confine violent sex offenders indefinitely. To qualify for civil
commitment, an offender must
suffer from a personality disorder
which makes the person likely to
perform "predatory" actsofsexual
violence. A "predatory" actisone
that is done specifically to make
another person suffer.
The statute can be used in two
different ways. Itcan beused to
prolong the confinement of an offender already convicted who is
seekingparole or someother form
of release. Or, it can be used to
confine a dangerous offender who
was found not guilty by reason of
insanity or was incapable to stand
trial.
In either case, the offender is
guaranteed the right to a jury trial,
and the right to require the state to
prove its case beyondareasonable
doubt.
Theoffender alsohastheright to
petition the court for release. The
person must prove he or she is no
longera threat to public safety and
willnot commit "predatory acts of
sexual violence."
Part ofthe new billalsoallows a
judge or jury to make a special
finding of sexual motivation in
felonies other than sexoffenses.
Forexample,aperson convicted
of burglary for stealing someone's
underwear wouldbecategorizedas
a sexoffender andcould conceiva—
bly in most extremecase —be
sentenced under the civilcommitment statuteif it could be proved
beyondareasonable doubt that the
person acted in a sexually deviant
manner to hurt someone.
Though this scenarioisextremely
unlikely, opponentsof thebillhave
argued that it could occur. They
say thebill unfairly punishes offenders for what theymight do in
the future,rather thanforacriminal
act they have actually committed.
Opponentshavealsoclaimed that
the bill is the product of media-
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induced hysteria resulting from
several horrible crimes, including
the sexual mutilation of a Tacoma
boylast May. They feel the rights
of theoffender are notbeing taken
into account.
Not only do opponents disagree
with indefinite confinement of the
most violent offenders, they also
object to announcementof theoffender's release,and lifetime registration of the offender with the
county sheriff.
Asked toaddressthesecriticisms,
Larry Fehr said that thebill was a
balanced and comprehensive approach to the problem of sexual
violence.
Fchr, the Executive Director of
the Washington Council onCrime
and Delinquency and an adjunct
professor atSeattleUniversity, said
that "Governor Booth Gardner
shouldbe commended for the fairness of the billand the speed and
thoroughness with which it was
created."
"Hysteria normally would have
induced a special session of the
legislature. The bill would have
been created without much
thought," he explained. Instead,
Gardnerformed the TaskForce on
Community Protection which examinedexistinglawsand treatment
proceduresandlistened to theopinionsof victimsandprofessionalsin
two public hearings.
After five months of research
and deliberation, the task force
created a proposal emphasizing
punishment andcontrol of serious
offenders,changingdeviantbehavior, and providing needed help to
victims. The current bill largely
reflects the task force proposal.
However, Fehr also said that
"because we focused on sexual
offenders alone,we may have seriously overlooked other violent
crimes." He urged that legislators
consider "extending post-release
supervision to all violent offenders."
Besides cracking down on the
perpetratorsofsexual violence,the
billalso provides for the establishment of a special compensation
fund for victims of sexual assault,
an office to help resolve victim's
concerns, and development of
community preventionprograms.
Themeasure being votedon this
week included only a study ofcastration, though another bill being
considered separately mandates
castration for first-degree rapists.
At this time, there is no clear evidence thateither chemicalor surgical castration significantly reduce
violent behavior.
The bill, which will be sent to
Gov.BoothGardner this week,will
cost $72 million over four years.

Seattle U.
relatively

safe, in spite
of location
ByERYNM.HIXNTTNGTON
foaff Reporter

Justhow dangerous is it out
there? It seems the news is
filled with terrible rapes every
day. SeattleUniversity students
Spend mostof their time' in the
midst ofone ofSeattle s most
hazardous communities, but
according to university stalls-*
tics, the campus community is
quite a safe place.
In the last five years* there
have bnly beeni twi> rapes:reportedon campus. Oneof these
wasan"acquaintancerape.* The!
victimknew her attacker.
Compared to the genial
population, in y/hich over half
ofall women experiencea sexualassaultatsome pointintheir
lives,SU'slowincidenceofrape
is phenomenal.
Why? What makes our community so much safer than the
city surrounding us? According to Craig Birklid of campus
security, the biggest contributors to student safety are the
students themselves.
By taking responsibility for
their own protection, Seattle
University students reduce the
chances that theymightbecome
victims.
Thiscan be doneinanumber
of*ways:
If walkingalone inthedark,
stick to well-lightedareas. Stay
away from buildings,bushes and
dark
areas.
* Let
people know where
you re going and when you
ought to beback.
* G|vestrongclearmessages
jf youreceive unwanted sexual
attention.
* Lock your door at night,
you never know who might
wanderingin.
come
* Educate
yourself for der
fense: keys make veryeffective:
weapons whenheldjutting from
a tightly clenched fist, and a
plastic lemon filled withammo-;
nia will shoot up twelve feet,
temporarilyblindinganattacker,
*
Dress defensively: wear
loose clothes and comfortable
shoes incase you have to run.
I
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NEWS
ASSU questions extra
funding for Pathways
BUDGET: continuedfrom pg. 1
byover $200,000.
"There are always going to be
more requests than the dollars will
allow," said Dr. Jeremy Stringer,
vice president for student development "If you're notgetting more
requests than you can fund, then
you'renothavinganyinnovation."
"It's just a question from year to
year, 'What do the highest priorities seem to be?'" Stringer said. "I
certainly agree with theASSU that
the funding for multi-cultural programs' is a significant need. It
doesn tmeanthat therearen tother
needsas well."
In their letter to Sullivan, the
ASSUcriticizedthe $40,000abovebase request from the Pathways
program, which expandeditsmentor program from 30 to over 150
students last year.
Boyle said that Pathways is a
goodprogram anda good idea,but
said thatrightnow it'snotapriority
for thebudget.
Boylehas been amember of the
Pathways program since last year,
and has participated in its mentor
program as oneof thepioneers. He
meetsregularly with Sullivan,his
mentor, to talk about school, recreation, and his family, although
there'sno specificagenda for their
meetings.
"For me,I'mnot talking withthe
president of the university, I'm
talking to a friend," Boyle said.
"I feel Pathways is a goodprogram to help students in personal
growth and in their growth with
other people,"Boyle said. "Ithink
the mentorpart of the program isa
very valuable part ofit. Ithinkit's
theothersidethat weneed toexamine. It'sanew program, and every
new program has flaws. It's not
goingto hurt to stop, takea look at
the flaws before we go ahead and
increase and expand the program.
They need aclear direction where
they are going. Itruly believe that
't'
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The College Consortium lor International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participaled in CCIS programs in 1988-89.
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more money is not going to help.
They need to find a direction or
solve theproblem."
Paul agreed, saying that Pathways is currently unable to serve
the number of students involved,
and that many of these students
don'tunderstand what Pathways is
trying to do.
"If the program is having difficulty now, they need to learn to
cope with the current budget and
current students and correct the
problem, rather than requesting
more money and more students,"
Paul said.
Stringer agreed that there have
been some recent difficulties with
the Pathwaysprogram.
"There havebeen somegrowing
pains," Stringer said, referring to
changes caused by involvingl3s
new students involvedinPathways
this year. In a larger group, the
students are not able to have the
same dynamics as before, he said.
"The Pathways program has
captured the imagination of a lotof
people throughout the university
over the course of the last two
years,"Stringer said. "Because of
this, it has received substantial
funding more quickly than some
other things have in the past.
"Once it started to become successfully funded, then people
started to wonder why other things
weren't being funded at thatsame
level. And some opposition has
arisen, whichIthink is inevitable
for aprogram that does seem to be
getting resources in ascant budget
year."
Sullivan reviewed the ASSU
letterbefore makinghisrecommendations to the trustees. Thebudget
willbe finalized February 8 at the
next board of trustees meeting.
Paul said that the ASSU isconsidering going to the trustees if
necessary toprotest theabove-base
funding of Pathways andoutdoor
experience in favor of funding
multi-cultural services and the
Connolly renovation.
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Professor, students lobby for state
Environmental Bill of Rights
document with no built-in
environmentalprotection."
McCloskey, whoteaches nature
Seattle University students writingandecologicalethics,called
handed out daisies in the Capital foracommitment tobewritteninto
Building last week to Representa- the constitution to protect Washtives and Senators as a Seattle ington's environment against the
University professor and an SU "ecological challenges of the 21st
senior testifiedbefore theHouseof century." Hesaid pollsshow strong
Representatives Committee on public support for environmental
Environmental Affairs for an protectionanda wide spreadbelief
amendment to the stateconstitution that government is not doing
calling for an Environmental Bill enough. "Our existing environmental laws are a patchwork adof Rights.
amendmentclaims
ministered by a 'crazy quilt' of
proposed
The
overlappingjurisdictions," hesaid.
right
every
constitutional
of
the
McCloskey equated environperson to a "clean and healthful
environment." Also,it is a para- mental protection with human
mount dutyof all types and levels rights, saying, "Constitutionally
of governmentto protect,maintain guaranteed civil freedoms cannot
andrestoretheintegrity of thenatu- be fully realized in a world where
ral ecosystemsof which they are a environmental quality is degraded,
and the integrity of supporting
part."
David McCloskey,an SUassis- ecosystems endangered.
"We need a clear, consistent,
tant professor of sociology and
strong
bill,
and lasting foundation for
saidanEnvironauthor of the
protection," he
environmental
mental Bill of Rights is needed
McCloskeypointed
added.
out that
because, "the Washington Slate
states
for
provisions
21other
have
Constitution remains a 19lh cenBy RICHARD BASH
Staff Reporter
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" Liberal Arts Program
" 30 Student Maximum
" 3.0 G.P.A. Required

" Business Program Option
" International Student Village
" 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORINGCOLLEGES

Keene State College, NH
Mohegan CommunityCollege
Prof. Berta Tatt

Eastarn Washington State Univarsity
209 Hargreaves Hall
Cheney, WA 99004
(509) 359-2404
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Volunteering intensifies life,laughter
and fun.
Be a part of the Community
Challenge yourself
Put your skills and talents to work
Contact the Center for information on events and
programs here and abroad.
Office hours:
Monday thru Thursday 11:00 to 4:00
Friday 11:00 to 2:00

Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.
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Steady, steady.

environmental protection written
into their constitution and IS are
comparable to Washington's bill.
SU student Alex Philp, who
works as a national parks ranger,
testifiedbefore theHouseEnvironment Committee about "startling
and unbelievable" changes he has
seen in the national parks due to
negative environmental impact
After the hearing,Philp made a
plea to Senator Neil Amondson,
vice-chairman of the Senate Environment and Natural Resources
Committee, onbehalf of "his generation" urging the Senator to vote
for theamendment whenitcame to
his committee.
Amondson,fielded questions in
his office by students, lobbyists
andMcCloskey,butquestioned the
"vagueness" of the bill in light of
the agriculture and labor industry
inour state. Hecalled for thebill to
address specific goals and objectives. 'This [ihe bill] is a pretty
blanket statement," he said.
The Senator expressed concern
about states dependenceon timber
wood products andagriculture and
how "growth can be guarded to
equip our state to provide for our
children if we are so progressive
environmentally. I
would reallybe
interested inhow thisBillof Rights
interrelates to that balance,"hesaid.
"Thisisnotapreservationistbill,"
McCloskey told the Senator.
Amondson replied, "We are
charged with beinggood stewards
of the land." Another SU student.
Patsy Garcia,referred to thebillas
an environmental "Bible."
The bill must pass the Environmental AffairsCommittees ofboth
the House and Senate, and then
pass by a two-thirds majority of
bothhouses.Itthen wouldbeplaced
before state voters to approve.
"We're justasking for areferendumon the ballot,theright to vote
on it," said McCloskey.
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L'Arche members to share
Finance Club seeks to
Valentine's Day with SU campus better profession, create

By KIM BARON
Staff Reporter

Valentine'sDayisa timeoflove
and "Sharing Our Hearts." Feb.
13-15, Seattle University is hosting11mentally disabledadults and
their assistants from 10 L'Arche
communities fromaroundthecountry and' Canada.
InL Archecommunities,people
withdevelopmentaldisabilities and
theirassistantslive together toshare
their unique gifts. "A key dimension of the L'Arche philosophy is
that allof us have disabilities and
all of us have gifts," said Gary
Bertuccelli, SJ, Seattle University
Campus Ministry.
The L'Archemembers and their
assistants will participate inseminars and social activities around
campus. They will make campus
presentations to tell what it islike
to live in a L'Arche community,
attend worship services andattend
classes to which they have been
invited.
SUstudents are encouraged
attend the various scheduled
events. "The heartof the program
for us is how we will be touched
justby having thechance to spend
some time with people from
L'Arche, to hear their stories and
to hear what the living situation
means to them," said Bertuccelli.
the L'Archemembers and
;ir assistantswillbe staying with
SU students in theresidence halls.
"Visiting a university campus is
oneopportunity thattheydon 'thave
very often," said Bcrtuccclli.
According to Bcrtuccclli, this is
the second time Seattle University

has sponsored the "Sharing Our
Hearts" program.
The first L'Arche community
was formed in 1964, when Jean
Vanier welcomed two mentally
handicappedmenintohishome in
Trosly,France. Hewanted togive
themahome where theycould live
as a family and where each could
grow as a person in every dimension of their being. Other people
were attracted by this notion and
joinedVanier increating L'Arche.
wordmeanL'Archeis the French
— the
biblical
ing "The Ark"
symbol of deliverance.
Today thereareover90L'Arche
communities around the world.
Each L'Archecommunity consists
of more than one house. The Seattle community owns two houses
four assistants and six handicappedcoremembers inonehouse,
and threeassistants and four members in the other.
L'Arche strives to createan experienceof homeand family. Ev-

—

fAll

tßoth

eryone in the house shares the duties of the household. They take
turns cooking, cleaning and shopping. Meals are very special inthe
L'Archecommunities because the
entire household gets together.
Birthdays, and anniversaries of
their living in the L'Arche communities are celebrated to the full
extent because the members arc
unable tocclebrate suchmilestones
asgraduation,marriage or thebirth
of thechild.
Some members go off to school
or work each day. However,each
community has its own work program to provide meaningful experiences to themembers whoareunable to work outside the community. TheSeattle community has a
candlemaking shop, and themembersof theTacoma community raise
flowers. The members are taught
basic skills,then work towardtheir
full potential.
'Theunique thingaboutL'Arche
is that the assistantsarepeople that
have chosen to make their home
withpeople withdisabilities,"said
Bertuccelli. He said that L'Arche
isalwayslooking for assistantsbecause they are generally younger
people right out of college, and
usually make a year to two year
commitment with L'Arche.
According to Jennifer Kelly,director of the SeattleL'Arche community, the United States has the
slowestpaceof communitygrowth.
"L'Arche is very well known in
Canada, butis one of thebestkept
secrets in our country," she said.
Kellyattributes the slow growth to
the lack of state funding. 'The
mentality is still 'lock them away'
andit'sgoing to takealongtime to
get away from that."
Kelly said the generalpublic is
unexposed to people withdisabilities. "It's tragic to thinkhow many
people havenever interacted with
people with mental disabilities,"
she said.
Bertuccellisaidthe "SharingOur
Hearts" program gives us the opportunity to meetandshare experiences with someone who is very
differentfromus. "Peoplewemight
not ordinarily runintoor seek out,"
he said. "We call it 'Sharing Our
Hearts' because our hearts will
really be touched."
For moreinformation about the
"SharingourHearts" program,pick
up a schedule of campus events at
Campus Ministry.orcall296-6075.
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job opportunities
By VICKI CAMPBELL

S,taff Reporter

Byjoining theFinancial Man-

agement Association,theSeattle
University Finance Club hopes
to bring

students with similar

interests together.
Most of the members of the
FMA are majoring in finance,
marketing,andaccounting. "We
portray ourselves as a business
organization,but weare actually
open to everybody," stressed
Michael P.Thomas,president of
FMA.
TJtieFMA isa national organization established to bring together individuals in the finance
industry in hopes to improve the
finance profession. The orgaiiir
zationprovides valuablenetworkingpossibilities as wellas insight
into the new trendsof the industry, through the publication of
newsletters and hosting national
cojtfetences.

The onlyrequirement,according to Thomas, to become ifn
volved iiitftel'VlA is to have an
interest in financeandin professionals,as well as well as being
active inschool.
Speakers from the finance^
industry meet with the members
twice a month. They speak on
such topics as current jobs,and
how theypertain to what the studentsarelearning,andhow they
got these jobs.Students gain insight intowhatisavailable in the
jobmarket, andnew trends happening inthe fieldof finance.
"The idea is to get as many
(speakers)in thearea of finance
as wecan (at the meetings). We
might interest one or two club
members in that field, and this
would be a good contact for
them."Thomas explained.
The speakersprovide valuable
networking possibilities for the
students. Although most speakers arenot theretooffer jobs,they
offer valuableinsight on how to
get the kindsof jobs the students
want.

"Every time someone cati give
you a titleof something, suchas
a financial analyst, you can ask
what that jobis and pursue that
title," he said.

Thomas feels the affiliation
with the club will help the
members in jobhunting. It may
provide common ground with
theinterviewer, whomaypossibly be a member of FMA,and
will give the applicant an edge.
One of themain functions of
the club is to help the students
establishthemselves professionally. In an attempt to reach this
goaf, the FMA in conjunction
with the business school is
compiling a resumebook. The
book will include resumes from
students of Albers School of
Business,and willbedistributed
toI.QO potential employers.
A $5 entrance fee will be
chargedtobein thebooku Resumes must be submitted to the
Finance Club before February
26.
In addition to being career
oriented, the FMA tries toshow
that financeCimb^furCTheclub
hosts $ocial gatherings throughout me year, and sponsors the
Portfolio Game.
This contest is offered each
quarterto anyone who wants to
try their handatplaying the stock
market Students beginthegame

FMA PresidentMichael Thomas

witha simulated $100,000 dollarinvestment. Theobjectof the
game is to build up theportfolio
by buyingandsellingstacks from
a specifiedlist of stocks.
"The game draws a lotmore
people than just members. It
attracts people who are interested in the stock market, and
others who just want to learn
about it," said Thomas.

Attic Dance Attack
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Apathy reigns.

..

OK SU, it's time to quit bitching and standup for
your beliefs. Two weeks ago and article ran in the
Spectator about a freshman ASSU representative
her post.

rdoning

The campus was buzzing: "Yellow journalism,
insensitive reporting, dragging that poor woman
through the mud."
Well, obviously you ticked off people weren't to sure
your angry opinions had any logical, rational basis,
because we didn't receive one letter to the editor.

This year's student body is one big crowd of apathetic gripers, sitting around whining to anyone who
will listen, but too lazy or scared to put it on paper.
So, do you think we're boring, irresponsible, or just a

lousy paper? Or are you just sick of the opinions you
are seeing? Put up or shut up.

Drop us a line.

Come clean, Ronnie.

..

Last Monday, former President Ronald Reagan
refused to turn over his personal diaries to the judge
in the trial of John Poindexter. Reagan cited "executive privilege" as his excuse.
Maybe the judge in the case has forgotten, Reagan is
no longer thechief executive. The facts surrounding
the Iran-Contra affair no longer have grave, national
security impacts.

The only people to be hurt by divulging the facts of
the case would be Reagan, his former administration
andPresident George Bush, who himselfrefuses to
come clean about his part in the affair.
It is time, after four years, to let the American public
know the truth andmake their own decisions about
Iran-contra. We're tired of hearing the Reagan-Bush
line.

..
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"/ think we should tread very
carefully on governmentsthat are
constitutionally elected."
George Bush,CIA Director

—

tion enough for theCIA to spend
$10 million to try toget rid ofhim
during Jamaica's bloody election
of 1976.
How did the CIA spendour tax
money in its attempt to destroy a
constitutionally-elected official of
a friendly country?Political agitation. Propaganda overkill. Weapons. As well as other less covert
methods. There were three failed
assassination attempts conducted
with theClA'sfull knowledge.Did
the CIA instigate the assassination
attempts against Manley? Not according to one US Intelligence
official: "I'm certain the original
plan for Jamaica madenomention
of assassination,but anybody with
half a brain realizes that when
you'redealing withfanatical people
in a volatile situation, assassination simply becomes another option...and whilenobody in government ordered anything like that...
we let it happen,because it suited
our purposes." ("The Same Old
Dirty Tricks," TheNation,August
27/Scptcmbcr 3, 1988).
Also in 1976, Bush sat down
with Manuel Noriega at a lunch
conference. The CIA was well
aware that Noriega was involved
with thedrugindustry aswellasthe
murderof ReverendHector Gallegos. What did Bush and Noriega
talk about over lunch? Bushobviously felt ithiscivic duty to break
bread withthis monsterbecause he
needed something from Noriega.
But what, Iwonder? What could
Bush have possibly needed from
this Panamanian general with a
luringpenchantfor tortureandkilling?
These are just three examples
amongst hundreds ofCIA hankypanky.
TheCIAhassunk millions of tax
dollars into weapons, military
"advisors," assassination fees, extortion money,— disinformation
media and soon all in the name
of exporting American-style
"democracy" to "less fortunate"
countries. The CIA will not and
can notleave alone indigenous uprisings against colonialrepression.
This federal agency has a rabid,
irrational fearofsocial movements
that take place outside thenarrow
boundaries of American capitalist

ideology. They behave as if they
were the obedient watchdog for
America's multinational corporations,attackinganyone whothreatens to upset the massive profits
these powerful companiesreap in
vulnerable,exploited Third World
countries.
Ifind theabove quote by Bush
very revealing. It was uttered during his Senate confirmation hearing on his nomination as CIA director.Even when theCIAisbeing
careful,its trueintention isexposed.
"Ithink we shouldtread very carefully on governmentsthatare constitutionally elected." This Freudian slip would be humorous if it
wasn't for the fact that "tread very
carefully on" translatesintohuman
misery for the Third World.
Thoseof you whoare considering working for the CIA should
consider who your enemies are.
Are they thepeople of CostaRica
who struggle to maintain a peaceful border with Nicaragua?
Do youhave apersonalenemyin
Angola? Do the people who have
taken up arms against themurderous government in El Salvador
deserve your animosity, your
wrath? Doyouhave theright toaid
in theirrational war against democratic struggles in Latin America
and Africa?
SUhas startedapositive gesture
towardunderstandingculturesother
thanourown.Multi-cultural awarenesshasbecome a popular issueon
campus. Wouldn'titbeagoodidea
if, weas a university, decided that
the ClA's systematic harassment
of Third World people struggling
to be free is not in keeping in the
spirit of cherishing our cultures?
Ifyouattend theClA'spresenta—
tionon the 28th and Ihopeyou
do;questions need to be asked
don't be fooled by their professional-looking spokesperson into
believing that by workingfor them
you willbe upholding democracy
inthe world.Infact,the CIA represents the antithesis of democracy:
the brutal,clandestine suppression
ofideas andactions for the sakeof
hegemonic stability.
How many casualtieshastheCIA
claimed during your lifetime,allin
vain?That's something noonewill
ever know. How sad.

On Feb. 28, the Central Intelligence Agency will visit our campus,ostensibly to giveSUseniorsa
chance to see whether they want a
career inespionage.Whileacareer
in the CIA may seem glamorous,
there is nothing compelling about
joiningthis fraternity of skulldrudgery.
TheClA'shistory of covert wars
in Angola,CubaandChileiscommonknowledgetoday; yetmany of
you graduating this year may not
know that the CIA is still actively
involved in suppressing alien ideologies in Latin America and Africa.By "alien ideologies"Imean
ideologies whicharen't American.
Any attempt by people in such
countries as El Salvador, Angola
and Nicaragua who dissent from
the American-backed forces, can
expecttofind themselves thebeneTheCIA
factors ofCIA terrorism.
—
at
least
covengages
still
in or
—
ertly advocates assassination of
popular leaders who oppose US
activities within their borders.
While the CIA may be able to
hide behind a thin veil of professionalrespectability thesedays(yes,
evenspying hasgoneupscale),itis
an agency which in the past has
engagedin malicious,bcastial treatmentof people whodare speak out
against Americaanditsvestedinterests in Third World countries. In
Costa Rica, for instance, a plot to
kidnap the three-year old daughter
of John Paul Lederach,aUS missionary, was unveiled by Costa
RicanIndians inNovember of'88.
Lederach was attempting to negotiatebetween Nicaraguan Sandinistas and a group called Yatama,
made up of Nicaraguan exiles livinginCostaRica.In early December another plot to assassinate
Lederach and two other ministers
wasalsoexposedbyrebelsinCosta
Rica. The killer was to be paid
$50,000 for the job. Lederach was
tipped off in time, and he and his
family wereable tosafely fleeCosta
Rica (see "The ClA's War," The
Nation, Feb. 6, 1988). It seems
thesethreeministers were interfering with the ClA's plan to agitate
tensions between Costa Rica and
Nicaragua, thus giving the CIA
some credibilityinWashington for
staging their operationsagainst the
Sandinistas inCosta Rica.
Another example of CIA-think.
During1976 (the yearBush headed
the CIA), the CIAinvolved itself
in several violent attempts to destroy Jamaica's Prime Minister
Michael Manley. During his administration,whichbegan in1972,
Manley had begun to lean toward
"democratic socialism." Thisswing
to theleft,regardlessof the factc t that Protestersmarched to theFederal Buildingprotesting Americanactivityin
Manley wonapopular electionand El Salvador.The CIA has been involvedinmany controversialactivitiesin
had national support,was justifica- Central America.
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OP-ED
BUDGET. . .

Campus

The Ballad of "Dollar" Bill President's
can you spare a dime?")
(sung
to the tune of"Brother

)By DANNY MADDEN
Managing Editor
Bill and his boyS needed more money
Where they wouldget it,they didn't know
They prayed to God without much luck
It looked like they had a tough line to tow

They thought and pondered and grimaced away
came through the door
When an idea
The students are paying one-ninety-nine a credit
They won't mind paying 23 more
Tuition,tuition, tuition's the ticket

A big increase, that's what we need
We'll take all the money they're willing topay
It's education, they won't mind our greed
Food prices are outrageous, the Chieftain's real bad
city's takingparking for kicks
The student'swillbe angry, but they'll get over it
How 'bout an increase of 11.6

»The

LETTERS.
HELMET LAWS. ..

The firstsentenceof your Feb.1
front page story states that on Jan.
18,thePresident's AdvisoryCommittee approved the proposed SU
1991 budget, including an 11.6
percent tuition increase. Ibelieve
your reporter is thinking of the
President's Advisory "Council"
which met that day.Iwould like to
note that thePAC did not approve
the proposedbudget,nordidittake
any formal vote on this proposal,
since it serves asa sounding board
for discussion of campus-wide issues rather than as a decisionmaking group.

Compiledby KIMBARON
Assistant Editor

Photos by MICHELE GLODE

Should sex offenders

be

castrated?

Jay Tilley
"Idon11think they shouldbegiven
a reducedprison sentence. If anything, they should just be giveneither life inprison or evendeath,but
Idon't think they should be castrated.Thatis cruel."

..

Jerry Cobb, SJ

Bill Weis

NON-TRADITIONALS

Thank you for
showing plight
of non-traditionals...

..

'Tmembarrasscd,maybehumiliatedto bearesidentof astate which
has a legislature that even could
seriously propose mutilating sex
offenders,ormutilatinganyone.It's
absolutely unthinkable and unconscionable."

Kudos,and many thanks, for ihe

More deaths
occurred when
we had helmet
law in effect.

..

Iam writing in response to Eric

that theyare true.Please do so.
Mr.Page also said that taxpayers end uppayingthe medical bills
for non-helmeted riders.Ifhe had
called up the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration he
would have found these facts:
Motorcycleaccidentsmakeup only
one tenthofone percentofall indigent medical expenses.He would
have also found out that 43 percent
of all indigent medical expenses
are automobile related. WOW!
Seems that motorcycle riders are
muchmoreresponsible about paying their medical bills than are
automobile drivers. Maybe we
should make driving cars illegal.
Whatdo you think Mr.Page?
Morepeoplediedon motorcycles
in1977, whenwehad a mandatory
helmet law,thandidlast year when
we did not have a mandatory helmetlaw. Sincethen,the numberof
registeredmotorcycleshas goneup
over 200 percent.This fact isfrom
the Washington StatePatrol. So,in
actuality, motorcycle deaths have
decreased since we abolished helmet law.
Please,Mr.Page,donotlet your
ignorancehurtinnocent people.Get
informed. Iam for motorcycle
safety,education and awareness.It
is very important to me Mr. Page
becauseI
ridemotorcycles. Do you?
you
are
for motorcycle safety
If
and against oppressive legislation
then tell your representative that
you are against a mandatory helmet lawin Washington (SB 6190).
The number is 1-800-562-6000.
Only then can motorcyclists ride
freely and safely.

D. Page's letter which you titled
"Taxpayers pay the cost of helmetlessriders. ." (Spectator, 2/1/
90). There is not a helmet made,
regardless of cost or make, which
willwithstandan impactofover13
mph. This is a fact taken from the
U.S.DepartmentofTransportation,
a fact that Mr. Page could have
easily found if he had taken the
time and effort and if he really
cared about the issue. This fact
makes a mandatory helmet law
ludicrous. Most accidents happen
when travelling at more than 13
mph and then a motorcycle helmet
becomes absolutely useless. Helmets do not protect a rider from
injury as some people ignorantly
believe. As, a,matter of fact, they
may cause accidents to happen.A
rider relics on his/her hearing and
peripheralvision toavoidaccidents.
A helmet restricts both of these,
making an accident much more
likely to happen. A mandatory
helmet law is unsupportable when
one finds out that,(1) helmets do
notprotect arider from injury,and
(2) helmets increase the chances of
a serious accident happening. Mr.
Page, it will only take a few minutes to look up these facts and see Bill C. Healy

.

Council might
have approved
budget; but not
his committee...

Comment...

FEBRUARY 8, 1990

excellent article/commentary by
TheresaMcßrien on the plight of
the "non-traditional" student.This
needed to be said,andsaidWcfl. As
anight-school(MSE) student,and
a single professional, Idon'thave
nearly as many problems as Ms.
Mcßrien and many other students
do (including many of themarried
students in my own program).
Nevertheless, my six credits per
quarter will end up costing me
almost $15,000 in tuition by the
.Like Ms.
time I graduate.
Mcßrien, I
receive no financial
assistance; this money comes out
ofeachpaycheck likeblood from a

.

Becky Smith
"That might solve part of the
problem,butIthink they wouldstill

attack people.Ithink it wouldstill
be intheirmind. It mightbe abitof
a deterrent."

Chauncey Burke
"Ithink they shouldincreasethe

sentenceinstead of reducing it."

stone.

Whatis neededis forour administrativeofficialstorealizethatthere
is no such thing as a "non-traditional" student. Inour increasingly
complex, competitive andchaotic
world, education is no longer a
one-time preparation of teenagers
for the adult world. Education is
now a life-long necessity for all
people in all walks of life. The
computer programmer of today is
the 7-11clerk of tomorrow.Those
wholose the Non-TraditionalStudent Game,asMs.Mcßrien putsit,
will soon become even bigger losersin the more demandingandless
merciful Game of Life.
Ihope the Spectator,ourstudent
government,the SUadministration
and the entire SU community will
work together to make quality of
educationmore widely available to
all people who want to learn, regardless of their demographic
status. In the meantime,let'shave
more articles from Theresa
Mcßrien.
LarryBurns

Andrew Barkis
"Ithink bothcastrationand a full
sentenceshouldbeenforced, depend-

ing on the crime, anddepending on
the law. Idon't think the bill will
ever get passed because it's an ancientmethod."

Shannon Isaacson

Let us know what you
think.Write to:

"Ithinkit'sallright just aslong as
it's their option to be castrated,but
we shouldn't force it on them. But The Spectator
it's onlytakingcareofhalftheprobSeattle University
lem. They alsoneedto bereformed
Seattle, WA 98122
somehow."

Allletters to the editor must be 500 words or less, typedand
double spaced,signed andmailed or delivered to theSpectator by noon Friday. All Letters must include a telephone
number and address. Letters will be published on a space
availablebasts and may be edited asneeded. Lettersover 500
words mayappear as guesteditorials. Efforts willbemade to
contact the writers of these pieces.
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The King's Singers

Location: ParamountTheater
Time: 8

1/3-2/25

pjn.

"Terezin Music Memorial
Project", music of the
Holocaust.
Location: UW's Meany Theater
Time: 8 p.m.
Admission: $7 general admission,
$4 students and seniors
Tickets: may be purchased at the
UW Arts ticket office- call 543-

Frank Lloyd Wright:
Preserving an Architectural
Heritage.
Location: Seattle Art Museum,
Volunteer Park
Time: Tues-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m..
Thurs. til 9 p.m., Sunday noon-5
p.m.
Admission: $2 adults and $1
students and seniors.

Great White

1/18-3/11

Location: ParamountTheatre

Architecture in the House
Location: Seattle Art Museum
Time: Tues-Sat 10 a.m. -5 p.m.,
Thurs until 9 p.m., and Sun noon

5.
Admission: $2 adults, $1 students

to

Stephanie Mills
Location: Seattle Paramount
Tickets: $21.50 available at
Ticketmaster, Fredrick n- Nelson,
Tower Video, and the Paramount
ticket office.

and seniors and free general
admissions on Thursdays.

2/10-3/9

The American Watercolor
Society Traveling
Exhibition.
Location: Frye ArtMuseum
Admission: Free
Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,Sundays
noon to 5 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT

1/11-2/25

2/23

The Flying Karamazov
Brothers
Location: ACT, a contemporary
theater, 100 West Roy, Seattle.
Time: Thursday thru Sunday
Tickets: $10-520 and may be
purchased through ACT's Box
Office or Ticketmaster.

Royal Maya City
Location: Seattle Art Museum
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $2 students, $3 SAM
members, $4 non-members.

YOU HAVE

GREAT FORM
Harlem Globetrotters
Location: Tacoma Dome
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $16.50/$l3/sll/$9. A
seats reserved seatings.

2/7-10 & 15

GREAT SHAPE

Glory
RatedR
Still showing

Internal Affairs
RatedR
Now showing

MUSIC

Heart Condition
Rated R
Now showing

Pacific Northwest Ballet's
Spring Season.
Tickets: $33-5164, call
Ticketmaster

4/15

Billy Joel
Location: Tacoma Dome

2/9

SPORTS

2/12

WWF Superstars of
The Northwest Wind Quintet Wrestling
Location: TacomaDome
Location: The Nordic Heritage
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Museum
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: 58 general, $5

Enemies, A Love Story

2/10

Exclusive Engagement
Varsity Theater
RatedR

seniors/students.

Tremors
RatedPG-13
Now showing

2/10

Born on the Fourth of July
Rated R
Still showing

2/25-6
Mame
Location: Pantages Centre
UP
ALWAYS BUCKLE
Time: 8 p.m.
A life SavingReminder From
Tickets: $28.50/$25.50/$23.50.
Coalition
Restraint
Washington Slate Safety
Available at the Pantages Ticket
"
P.O. Bon70277 14130N.E. 21« lOffice and all Ticketmasters.
Bellevue,WA 98007
(206) 643-6223 " 1-800-BUCK-L-UP

Aerosmith
Location: TacomaDome

Sacromonte
Location: AFLN Gallery 1624 E.
Madison
Time: 8 p.m.
Tickets: $3 advance, $3.50 at the
door.

Stella
RatedPG-13
Now showing

2/10

KEEP THAT

MOVIES

Triumph of the Spirit
Exclusive Engagement
Capital Hill
RatedR

Concert For Shelter
Location: Kane Hall, University
of Washington.
Time: 8 p.m.
Tickets: $14 advance, $16 at the
door. Tickets arc available at
Bailey/Coy Books, Red & Black
Books, and Elliott Bay Book
Company.
Benefits go to Broadview
Emergency Shelter Program. For
more information call 622-3108.

2/17

AMA Sanctioned Camel
Supercross Series
Location: Kingdom
Time: 7:30 p.m.

2/23

Slam Dunk Contest
Location: SeattleCenter Coliseum
Time: 4 p.m., before the Sonics vs.
Sacramento Kings at 7 p.m.
Tickets for sale inroom 203
Student Union Bldg.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

B*^fl

W—W/

ml W/

I'iUct chicken marinated in leriyaki sauce & grilled.
I

Mlf/l Mf' Mr mmWl 1"a'f ch'c'<en marinated in teriyaki sauce& broiled.

■■ My
mWi—^jMwL mU
m^m^^M Boneless chicken cooked in curry sauce.
......3>j
p^^^^^^fflraH^^^Rß"hJcci lreiyaKi
Shreddedbeef grilled with teriyaki sauce.
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1
L^x
StreetS)
(betweenPike&nne
(206)32&2629
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S3 25

Pork Teriyaki

$3*

"Hinto Combo

$s*°

'Beef Curry

Sukiyaki beef lopped withcurry sauce.

Tender 4 juicypork broiled with teriyaki sauce.

CASHIN ONGOOD GRADES.
If you're afreshmanor sophomore withgood
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-

yearscholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. Theyalso pay off with leadership experience andofficer credentials impressive
to future employers.
For more information, contact CPT
Susan Willard, 296-6430.

Pork or beef teriyaki with fillet chicken.

"Combo
S560
Pork or beef teriyaki with half chicken teriyaki.
$I°°
"Extra Pork/Beef
Drinks
500
Soda.coffee, tea,

.

or milk.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOD CAN TAKE.
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Photo by Michele Glodc
Richard Ingalls, first SU fine arts graduate of the class of
1956 and Nikolas "Nick" Damascus, first full-time
professor hired in 1951, celebrate the opening of the new
exhibit found in the Kinsey Gallery.

SU alumni art exhibit
displayed in Kinsey Gallery
By DEBORAHMOORE
Staff Reporter

As a surprise for Fine Arts
"Nick"
Damascus, the "SU Alumni Art
Exhibit" opened in the Kinsey
Gallery on Jan. 26, in
appreciation of his teaching and
in tribute to his forthcoming
retirement from full time
professorship in June. "I think
it's excellent," Damascus said.
"There could not be a greater
honor."
According to Damascus, what
helps make it an excellent show
are the many varieties and
individual styles of work
displayed by his former students.
"They all learned how to handle
the basics, then they went on
their own way," Damascus said.
"They've gone on and squeezed
life likea lemon."
Richard Ingalls, who
coordinated thealumni exhibit,is
the first SU fine arts graduate,
class of 1956, a former professor
and founder of the fine arts
department at Gonzaga University
in Spokane, and an inventor ofa
new color technology.
According to Ingalls, who is
exhibiting an acrylic painting
entitled, "Florentine Flakes of
Fire," Damascus brought out the
best inhis students.
"He dramatically challenged us
to develop our minds and to use
the university environment,"said
Ingalls. "He taught us that art
gives a way of saying something,
but it doesn't give you what to
say. Artistic inspiration comes
from outside of the art field. We
had to find lhat ourselves."
According to Damascus, the
two pieces of bronze sculpture in
the exhibit are outstanding. He
claims Sally Whipplc's, "Spirit
Seekers," and Tom Jay's "Salmon
Boy" are the best sculptures he
has seen.
Professor, Nikolas

Whipplc, whoreceived aBFA
in 1974
from SU and a
professional sculpture today,
speaks highly ofDamascus. "It's
his enthusiasm. If a student has
any talent and perseverance,he's
behind you 100 percent."
According to Jay, also a
professional sculpture, who
received a BFA in '66 from SU,
and who built the SU foundry
when he was student here, his
piece was inspired by an old
Fraiscr River Salish Indian tribe
story.

"It's basically a story of
renewal and respect for
resources," Jay said. "The reason
Ibrought it was because it has a
senseofan old spawned out fish,
but it has the senseof obligation
and responsibility between
generations. Nick certainly
embodied that."
"It's a face of Nick when Ihad
him as a teacher 38 years ago,"
said Billic Marie Merlino,
painting instructor for 31 years.
"It kind of depicts his
personality. He has a quick and
volatile side, painted in hot
colors, and it's countered by a
sensitive, introspective side,
painted in coolcolors."
Merlino added that the top
portion of the painting has an
impression of the Parthenon to
symbolize Damascus's origin,
and in the bottom portion is an
image of his home, the Pacific
North West.
Merlino said she named the
piece "Catalyst" to depict
Damascus's contribution to her
education and profession. She
said she went a step further in
creating a painting that exudes
energy like Damascus himself.
"The technique Icame across
was using a cross or plus stroke,"
she said. "It is a symbol for the
proton of an atom. The whole
painting is done with this
stroke."

Chair of the Kinsey Gallery
committee andassistant professor
of fines arts at SU, Dr. Kate C.
Duncan said the diversity of the
exhibit is worth seeing.
"I think it's particularity
interesting to see a bit of
history," Duncan said. "It gives
an indication of the direction art
students have taken after they
have left SU. There are even
piecesby faculty members."
The Kinsey Gallery is located
on the first floor of the Casey
building, inside the office of the
Dean of Arts and Sciences, and
the hours are 11-12 p.m. and 14:30 p.m. weekdays.
According to Duncan, not
only are there several paintings,
drawings and two sculptures,
there is a black and white
photograph, a large hand-painted
scarf, a silk screen, a vase
decorated with contour drawings
and examples of commercial
advertising.
Among the 25 pieces of art,
two were created by faculty
currently teaching at SU, J.
Robert Larson, chair of the
sociology department and Marvin
Herard,professor of fine arts.
"I took aclass from Nick four
or five years ago," Larson said.
"The pointalism piece is kind of
a memorial of Marion Hall,
which used to be where the
TsutakawaFountainis now."
"I was a student of Nick's."
Herard said. "He'd grabmy brush
and tell me, 'No, not like this,
this! He didn't want us to fall in
love with my mistakes.
Everything was donein the spirit
of helping us to learn."
Two other examples of work
in the exhibit are created by
former SU professors, Rundi
Bundas, who is also a retired
commercial artist, and Val Laigo,
associate professor in fine arts,
who is on medical leave after
teachingat SU for 20 years.
"In scientific jargon it
essentially is eluding to the Big
Bang of the Universe," said
Laigo. "It's the most recent
painting Idid."
A reception followed,
bringing together community
leaders, established artists and
friends of Damascus'. Ingalls
said among those who paid
tribute, were Bill Cummings,
instructor at Seattle Art Institute
and former student, Dorothy
Wright, one of the nation's
leading dance instructors, whose
son, Dr. Samuel Wright, one of
the regions leadingncurosurgeons
and the Salcrini String Quartet.
Also in attendance was Dr.
Joseph Gallucci, former chair of
theSUfine arts department in the
60's, where he started the
interdisciplinary fine arts courses
for the non-art major and general
student at SU.
"With this event the former
students, and his friends and
associates expressed gratitude
Nick's unique dedication to
teaching," Ingalls said. "Here's a
man who has amazing skill in
art, and he put so much energy
intohis teaching."
Father Sullivan,SJ, president
of SU, spoke briefly at the
reception expressing his
appreciation and pleasure of
having the opportunity of
viewing the exhibit, and he
commented that notevery faculty
member has the opportunity to
see theresults of their work.
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'Stanley and Iris'
portrays problems
found in everyday life
ByJOY TADEO

Staff Reporter
Adult illiteracy is a major
problem in the United States. It
isa subject realistically portrayed
in "Stanley and Iris", MGM's
new release starring Jane Fonda
andRobert DeNiro.
The movie is about Stanley
Cox (De Niro), a hard working
man, who never learned how to
reador write because he travelled
all over the country with his
father- a salesman. Growing up,
he went to 50 different schools,
"one for every state in the union,"
he said. The constant travelling
and not spending enough lime in
one place allowed him to go
through his formative years
without learning to read and
write.
Iris King (Fonda), is a young
widow struggling to keep her
head above water. She meets
Stanley at work and leans on his
illiteracy. The movie revolves
around the relationship that
develops between the two main
characters.

[

De Niro is tremendously
effective in making the viewer
feel Stanley's pain as he lost his
job, once his illiteracy was
discovered. His illiteracy to read
and write could no longer support
him. He struggled with his pride
as he took the first step in asking
Iris for help. He thought
frustration when he tried to find
his way around the city,
attempting to read the street
signs.
Jane Fonda was her usual
brilliant self,creating a character
who is vulnerable and easy to
identify with.
The movie is wonderful
because of the subject matter and
how sensitively it was handled.
It develops a little slowly, but
that's what makes iteffective.
The movie is an eye-opener
for anyone who has taken for
granted the gift of reading and
writing. "Stanley and Iris" is a
very entertaining movie that
celebrates people's triumph over
adversity.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Become part of our team.
Sign up for your interview with us.
If you're interested in pursuing a career
in retail management with a major
Northwest retailer, sign up for an
interview with us through your
placement center. Frederick & Nelson
currently operates 12 stores in Oregon
and Washington, with corporate
headquarters in Seattle, Washington.
Our representatives will tell you about
our Management TrainingProgram

and career opportunities with
emphasis on either merchandise
or store management
We look forward to meeting with you
Friday, February 23rd, 1990.
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Battle between
sexes in 'Corn'
By MARYMcCARTHY
Staff Reporter

barber shop quartet that backs up
Lola and vexes her agent Dude
(John Sylvain).

A white picket fence, the
language of love communicated
through flowers, and the Hatfields
vs. McCoys. "Corn", a country
western musical kicked off
openingnight with a cast so full
of enthusiasm and energy that the
audience can't resist being drawn
into a non-traditional, intimate
relationship with the outrageous

to redefining the relationship

cast.

The Annex Theater is dedicated

between the audience and the
theater by challenging traditional
expectations of the theatrical
experience. "Corn" definitely
achieves this mission, the
audience is on the stage and
participates in the play.
"Corn centers on the quest of
Lola Lola (played by Erin

Photo by Brian Kasamotc

Mr. Frye left his estate and buisness to his friends and employees for the creation of
the Frye Art Museum, opened in 1950.

Frye Art Museum: from slabs of
meat to works of art
BY DANRICHARDSON
Staff Reporter
For those who enjoygazing at
beautiful oil paintings, the Frye
Art Museum is the place to go.
1888, Charles and Frank
ye and Charles Bruhn openeda
cat packing business on
Columbia Street between First
and Second Avenues. The
business grew and expanded to a
building on Airport Way and
Walker Street location in Seattle
until April, 1950 when the plant
was sold. However,Mr. Frye had
invested his profits and aquired a
profitable business and a vast

tin

estate.

After his death in 1940, it was
discovered that Frye left his estate
and business to friends and
employees, in trust for the
creation of a free public art
museum in the City of
Seattle.The museum would
permanently display the paintings
he collected.
Frye stated in his will that
threeor fourrooms beconstructed
30 feet by 60 feet each for
hanging thecollection. However,
due to the vast increase of
paintings over the years, there is
space to hang only a portion of
the paintings in the collection.
The main collection changes

The LEARNING CENTER presents

WINTER '9O WORKSHOPS
READING PLATO & UNDERSTANDING SOCRATES
Tuesday,February 13th 3:00-4:00 pm
Limieux Library Rm. 113
you?
This workshop will show you a way to
Is PL 110 Greek to
critically readand write about The dialogues of Plato. Bring your
copy of the Dialogues to the workshop with you.

TEST-TAKING BLUES
Tuesday, February 20th 3:00-4:00 pm
Limieux Library Rm.113
your
you
Do
feel that
test scores often don't reflect your understanding of the test material? If you feel like a "victim" of tests, come to
this workshop and we'll discuss some test-takingstrategies.

READINGS
By Loretta
"Psychic & Tarot card readings

"Advice on all problems of life, including love,
careers, and aura

"Astrology Charts
"Horoscope Forecasts

"By appointment only

"$5.00 discount with this ad

f\ r A i\f\ Af\
I 112/17
1L
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about once every six months.
"We try to provide a place
where the whole family can come
and enjoy art from one generation
to the next. Parents can show
their children the same paintings
they saw as children because
the
"
paintings never leave. says Kay
Greathouse, curator of the
museum.
It took three trips to Europe
and several auctions in the United
States for Charles and his wife,
Emma, to gather the paintings.
The collection includes
portraiture, landscapes, marine
life, animal painting, still life,
genre,and religiouspaintings.
Upon entering the museum,
you sec the more than two
hundred paintings that were
acquired by the Fryes during a
quartercentury of collecting.
In addition to the paintings,
the museum has many valuable
scuptures and etchings.
The museum displays works
by Mary Cassatt, Winslow
Homer, Whistler, Sargent, McCoy's defend their side of the white picket fence.

Eakins, Hawthorne, Weir,
Twachtman, Theodore Robinson,

and many others.
Greathouse says, "We love it
when people come in and look at
the paintings. These paintings
have been a part of my life for
over 40 years and I'm glad that
others can enjoy them asmuch as
I
do."
A national magazine quoted
Mr. Frye as stating that "Art is,
indeed, the perfection of good
nature." The Frye Art Museum
made Charles and Emma Frye's
dream come true. Now the public
has a place, free of charge, where
such ideals can beenjoyed.
The one-story building that
houses the museum opened
February 8, 1952. It is located at
704 Terry Avenue. Admission is
always free. Gallery hours are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. excepton Sundays
and holidays when the gallery
hours arc noon to 6 p.m.

McGaughan), a famous country
music star , as she goes back to
her fucding hometown, God's
little Kcrncr, to try and get back
in touch with her roots. As Lola
says, "I can't forget about the
lyrics by Chris Jeffries and place that Iwas sprouted."
directed by Allison Narvcr.
"Corn" will run through February
24 every Thursday, Friday and
Lola tries to reconcile the two
Saturday night at 8 p.m.
fucding families whosecornfields
arc separated by a white picket
fence. Shediscovers thatMclanic
Aunt Priscilla (Christina
Mastin) is a gospel singing, faith McCoy (Suzanne Maynard), and
healer who blows into town and her mute sister Rachel (Annette
forms a "circle of love" that will Savage) have fallen in love with
hopefully heal Maw and Paw. Moc and Ruben Halficld (David
Love should heal the hate and
everyone should live happily ever Todd and David Nalalc). It's a
battle of the sexes, as Maw
after. However, there arc McCoy (Barry Allcr) and Paw
unexpected twists in the process. Hatfield (Mary Stevens) can't
Thereis slapstick, cheer leading, seem to get over their hale for
gospel singing and an incredible each other.

The Annex Theater presents
"Corn" as a loving tribute to the
spirit and genius of late
playwright Charles Ludlum.
Featuring all new music and
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Professors fight to
launch Spanish in
Venezuela program

Why Peace Corps?
/^A&Cn*\
/£(r

/

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

\

* ODtain Valuable Supervisory
& ManaSerial Skills

* Learn Another Language

'\^^^B^~

J

* obtain Work Experience Independent Of

Direct Supervision

" Put Theoretical Knowledge
To Practical Use

BENEFITS

" Receive $5000 Upon

Completion Of Service

Photo by MichelcGlode

Spanish instructorsRaquel Silva and Jaime Perozohave been working to
start a Spanishin Venezuelaprogram at SU.

By MICHELEGLODE
Photo Editor

For years the French in France
program has offered Seattle University students the opportunity to
expand their horizons and study
abroad. Inrecent years,the foreign
languagedepartmenthaspresented
three preliminary proposals to
launch sucha program in a Spanish-speakingcountry,mostrecently
toMcrida,Venezuela. And for the
third lime the proposal has been
rejected.
Spanish in Venezuela was considered by a three person committee led by the provost, John Eshclman, and rejected two weeks ago
for budgetary reasons. Thecommittee decided that the university
cannotafford theinitialinvestment
needed to launch the program.
Jaime Perozo, SU Spanish/sociology professor and the principle
organizor ofSpanish inVenezuela,
disagrees with the committee's
decision.
Perozo emphasized the need for
a Spanish study abroadprogram at
SU,stating that with thenew International Studies major, which
mandates twoquartersabroad,and
the International Business major,
SU cannot continue to offer study
abroad to only one country.
Hefeels that theprogramis especially important for Spanish majors."Itisessential for students to
go overseas and practice the language."
Perozo feels thatSUwillquickly

regain theinitial investment in the
programthrough increased enrollment. The program will attract
new students interestedininternational affairs.
Therearc manybenefits toSpanish in Venezuela over other international programs, according to
Pcrozo. "It offers not only the
language and culture,but a lot of
political and social benefits."
The program would consist of
two quarters in Venezuela, with
students taking ten credits of Hispanic language and culture each
quarter,fivecredits ofsociology or
political science, and an optional
one to two credit service internship.
The service internship would
offer students the opportunity to
see Latin American society from
an inside perspective, while putting their Spanish language skills
to practical use.
Pero/.o also stressed the advantageof aprogram inLatin America
over another European program.
Hecited the proximity and importance of this region to the United
States. "Most problems in Latin
Americaaredue toalack ofunderstanding. There is a lot of stereotyping and no understanding of
the rootof the problem."
If you would like SU to support
a Spanish study abroad program
write to the provost, John Eshelman. For more information contact JaimePerozo or Raquel Silva
inthe foreignlanguagedepartment:
296-5380.

" Student Loan Deferment
Or Partial Cancellation

" Transportation To And From
;
„
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c
Country r\r
Ot Service
"
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" 48 Days Paid Vacation
" FullMedical And DentalCoverage

ALTRUISM

" Make A Contribution To
World Peace

...
... „„
" Utilize
Skills
„, . Your,
. Where
They Are Most Needed
IT

v

C1

k

M

..

" Be A Part Of A

Positive
U.S. Presence Overseas

PEACE CORPS: AN EXCELLENT
INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE!
INFORMATION TABLE

Wed., Feb. 14, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Campus Assistance Center, Student Union Building

PRESENTATION: Public Invited
Wed., Feb. 14, 12:15 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Video: "Let ItBegin Here" - Library Auditorium
INTERVIEWS:
Wed., March 1, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Career Development Center, McGoldrich Bldg.

Sign up in advance, bring your completed application to the interview.
For additional information, call Peace Corps in Seattle: 442-5490

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Seattle University Canmunity

FROM: John D. Eshelman yLs
Provost
I

\1

SUBJECT: Final Examination Policy

Remember:No school on
Friday, February 16
in observance of
President's Day

FEBRUARY 8, 1990

DATE: February 8, 1990
Page 21 of the Winter '90 Schedule of Classes for the final
examination schedule for this quarter. According to University policy, all final
examinations are to be given during the scheduled time. This is to include noncomprehensive exams which are given in place of a comprehensive final. No finals
are to be given during the last week of class, except for those evening classes
for which the scheduled examination time is the last class period.

Please refer to

The examination schedule is designed to ensure that students receive all of the
instructional time to which they are entitled and to minimize time conflicts in
preparing for and taking exams.
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FEATURES
Bachelor Number
three...

Frances Capestony,
decide on a
tries to
tantalizing bachelor.
Alum,

...What's your
favorite body part?

Mike Mullen, Jon Doyle and Rob Cimino try to impress the
choosy bachelorette.

Bachelorettes he passed up, Grgich seemed a little down, but
when his lucky date came out, they both seemed a little

awestruck.

The final round consisted of the alumni panel. Fraces
Capestony dilligently rifled questions at Mike Mullen, Jon
Doyle and RobCimino. After eachbachelor tookhis turn at
describing the others with the name of an animal, and a long
decision process, the lovely bacholorette chose Cimino.
Audience members, as well as contestants seemed to
enjoy the evening, even those who were unable to make use
of the beer garden. The event is a preview of the upcoming
ASSU lip synch competition on Feb. 15.
Anyone interested in signing up for the lip synch or the
fall quarter dating game can call on ASSU Activities in room
202 of the Student Union Building.
Three anxious bachelorettes battle for a date.

Dating Game remarks
range from crude to
hilarious

TRUE LOVE? or a LOVE CONNECTION?

Although the most memorable answers came from the
beer garden, the ASSU Dating Game provided fun and
enjoyment for all those who attended.
Friday Feb. 2, handsome bachelors and lovely
bachelorettes battled for prizes which included dinners for
two at Cocina Cocina, The Rusty Pelican and Brooklyn's
Cafe.
The event kicked off with Trish Allen questioning
bachelors, Shawn Good, Tom Chapman and Steve
Cummins. The most outlandishremark of the round came
when Good responded to Allen's question. Which three of
the following five things would you choose if we were
stranded on a deserted island: a pack of condoms, a
flashlight, a bottle of Perrier, a coat hanger and a pack of
matches. Good said, "the condoms, the coat hanger, in case
the condoms didn't work..." And no more was needed for
the apalled audience. No need for explanation why Good
was not chosen by thebachelorette.
Allen finally chose bachelor number two,Tom Chapman,
to the delight of the crowd.
Emcee Chris Thomas announced the bachelorettes for
round number two. Bachelorette number two, Nixie Clark
received the greatest admiration from the crowd, but Sue
Searle and Kristine Gingers did not count themselves out
yet.

After thorough questioning from Bachelor hunk, Fred
Grgich, the obvious choice was Searle. Seeing the

10
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SU comes up a hoop short in overtime
By DANNY MADDEN
ManagingEditor

Heartbreak Hotel is no longer

at the endof Lonely Street, it's at

14th and Cherry. The Western
Washington Vikings broke the
hearts of the Seattle University
women'sbasketball team Tuesday
night at Connolly Center.
The matchup of 18th ranked
SU and Bth ranked Western lived
up to expectations as the Vikings
nipped SU in overtime 68-66.
Western's victory retained their
perfect 15-0record inDistrictOne
play, and dealt the Chieftains
their first home loss of the year.
Early in the game the
Chieftains found themselves
scraping at a seven point deficit,
because of Western's front line
play. But behind the power of
forward Lisa Hill, SU ran off
eight unanswered points to take

the lead,21-19, with 5:40 left in
the first half.
Western was able to get back
in sync enough to keep with SU
and the hot outside snooting of
Chris McDonald. Five lead
changes in the last two minutes
left tension in the air as the half
time buzzer went off with
Western leading 31-30.
Again, in the second half, the
Western front line took off,
putting the Vikings up by eight
with 9:40 left. The streaky
Chieftains made another spurt
with a 13-5 run, tying the game
with two minutes left. Western
inched ahead for the next minute
and a half, but with 17 seconds
left Jill Fetrow steppedright and
launched a soft 15 footer over her
defender to tie the game.
Overtime!
Katie Kennedy opened the
overtime period with a flash by

dropping in a three pointer from in rebounding with 15, and also assists.
the left side. The teams fought dished out six assists along the
The Vikings recordnow stands
neck-and-neck to the wire but SU way. Floor general Erica Porter at 22-1. The Chieftains are 15-5
just couldn't hold off the inside chipped in 10 points and seven overall and 11-4in District One.
game of the Vikings.

"This is the hardest we've
played for 40 minutes-plus all
year," said sophomore center,
Andrea Albenesius, who's
physical defense held Western's
inside game in check during both
of SU's runs. "Hopefully we can
build on this and go out with
wins the rest of the season."
McDonald led theChieftains
in scoring with 26 points
followed by Hill, who finished
with 21 points,16 rebounds, five
steals and two blocked shots.
Fetrow was in the sharing mood,
dishing out seven assists.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

February 3, 1990
Green Weekend
Mundanes over Sport Pack 45-35
Cherry Pickers over Phi Slam Jam 56-55
Insatiable Luv dawgs over Sunny Jims FORFEIT
SJJ over Ho'olaulc'a 59-38
Purple Weekend
Cage over Five Alive! 38-33
Chewmisers over SixPack 43-38
Razorbacks over Court Jesters 52-32
February 5, 1990
Green Weekday
Old Choking Wally's over Boofers 66-52
MC Stammers overAir Flatulation 66-63
Staff over Bad Dreams 51-49
Greenhouse over Stipends 61-14

Purple,

Western won behind the hot
handed Kcrri Browitt's 21 points.
Alissa Jumpkin led the Vikings

Weekday

NBC over Roadwarriors 64-43
DOA over Ninja Tutles 53-46

Hey Seattle University, let's pump some iron
By MARYMCCARTHY
Staff Reporter

What can give you a better
mental attitude? What makes
hauling around your SO pound
book bag feel like a bag of
feathers? What makes the hill
climb from downtown Seattle
seem effortless? A strong body
capable of maximum endurance,
of course! This strong body can
be formed with a little soreness
and pain on lop ofa lot of sweat.
Weight training only takes three
to four hours of your precious
weekly time.
Weight lifting doesn't have to
be intimidating. Training with
weights can shape and sculpt your
body in ways no other exercise
can. The primary objective of
weight training is to overload a
skeletal muscle to induce it to
increase in tone, strength and
mass.
There is a direct
relationship between the amount
of weight you use and the
development of the muscles
stressed by that movement.

It's important to know that
weight training means lifting
weights at 20 percent to 60
percent of your muscle capacity
to strengthen and shape your
muscles and increase endurance.
On the other hand, both weight
lifting and competitive body
building arc high intensity
muscle building practiced by
women and men whoare judged
on how they look, not how much
they can lift, it concentrates on
increasing muscle size and
definition as well as strength.

Ibm pcs and
COMPATIBLES,
COMMODORES

915 east pikeWE ACCEPT VISA
& MASTERCARD

Weight training isa sport that
requires no natural ability. But
there are some basic facts you
need to know: Women don'thave
enough of the male hormone
testosterone to develop massive
muscles. Heavy weights and
fewer repetitions create bigger
muscles; lighter weights and
more "reps" increase strength.
Weight training doesn't substitute
for aerobic exercise, you should
combine running, walking,
swimming or biking with the
muscle toning benefits of weight
training. Weight training doesn't
convert fat to muscle. You
shouldn't work out every day,
because muscles need at least 24
hours of rest between workouts.

Once you know the facts,
you're ready to chose how you
want to train. There are two
basic options: Free weights and
machine weights. Experiment
with both to see which fits in
with your schedule and body.
The safest and best way to begin
a trainingprogram is to enlist the
help ofacoach or trainer.

Photo by Michele Glode

fitness centers and spas have
isolation.
weights,
programs
begun
to incorporate both. SU
is similar to free
in that
The best workout
it's based on a pulley system. It will combine both free weights students can take advantage of
Free weights are dumb-bells looks like one large metal tree, and machines. In the last few both free weights and aUniversal
and bar-bells, usually used with with weight stations that branch years most gyms, health clubs, machine at the Connolly Center.
an exercise bench. The best out on all four sides. It looks
workout programs will combine shiny andmechanical as compared
to the "black iron" look of the
both free weights andmachines.
Weights have an advantage free weights. Machines, by their
over weight machines because nature arc more restrictive,
your range of motion is not concentrating more on one
limited, so you can develop muscle group at a time, while
maximum flexibility. With free free weights work a muscle group
weights, lifting two arms as well as supplemental muscle
simultaneously with the same groups. Strength comes from a
force at the same speed requires combination of muscle groups
♥OFFERGOOD WITH VALID STUDENT ID CARD
coordination and balance and working together, not just from
you're certain the muscles ineach one particular muscle. Your body
Free delivery
s^
armare getting an equal workout. works in combination not
The Universal machine system

S.TJ. JNTIGHT

Ul£,K
*^^ytLf b
KANF
<s I^VJlVli
COMPTTTFR

°ni
^ONITnONlTn

ffi'
SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS JJsgsii.
"""
BH(l
REPAIR

325-^57?
3ZD
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Free Parking
inrear
" 14th & E. Madison " 322-9411 "
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OVERTIME
IMAGES
Faculty-Staff night
double-header action
February 6

High five!

Ouch!
Outta

my way!

su
HOOPS
We got spirit, yes we do!

Photos By Daniel Lane
Allison Carmer sacrifices her body for the loose ball.
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Chieftains win in overtime
seconds left, but it was in and
the game into
overtime.
As a result of
throw shooting,
A persistentSeattle University consistent free quickly
the
Chieftains
took the
men's basketball team took lead, outscoring
UPS by 11 in
advantage of the free throw line in
overtime to upset the University overtime play, and giving them
of Puget Sound, a district the victory.
contender, 71-60. The upset
All five starters for the
comes on the heels of two Chieftains scored in double
consecutive defeats theChieftains figures. Sophomore Aaron Waite
suffered on the road, and moves had 22, junior John King had 16,
their record to 5-7 in District One and Petersen, senior Tim Zylstra
play.
and junior EverettEdwards all had
The Chieftains raced to an 11. Edwards led SU in rebounds
early lead in the contest against with 13.
UPS, but the Loggers wouldn't
give up,continuing to close the
On Jan. 31 the Chieftains
gap until SU led by only three at made it through the heavy snow
halftime.
on the pass and into Ellcnsburg
In the second half SU again to play Central Washington
established a lead, but the University, but unfortunately for
Loggers scrappy play kept the them, didn't come back to Seattle
score even. With seconds left in witha win.
regulationplay the score was tied
SU started the game strong
and SU had possession of the
ball. Senior Eric Petersen went andled by as many as nine points
for the jump shot with three early on. However, the second
By HEIDIELLIS
SnortsEditor

out, sending

place Wildcats worked their way
back and led 46-37 at halflime.

In the second half the
Chieftains weren't able to even
the score. Despite the strong
play of Edwards who had 28
points and 14 rebounds and King
who had 26 points, SU lost to
Central 89-79.
On Feb. 3 the Chieftains
traveled to Lacey to play St.
Martins. The Saints avenged the
loss they suffered at the hands of
SU the week before, defeating the
Chieftains 81-70.
Edwards had 24 points,
Petersen had 14 and Kinghad 13
points and 13 rebounds. Zylstra
added 12 assists for the
Chieftains.
SU will be on the road again
this weekend, traveling to Idaho
to face Lewis-Clark State. The
Warriors beat SU early in the
season by one point. The
Chieftains next home game is
Feb. 13 against Pacific Lutheran.

Tennis team opens season
Junior Allison Carmer.

finals of the doubles tournament
with his partner, senior Walter
Jackson.

By CHRIS THOMAS
Staff Reporter

seeded player in the tournament,
7-5, 6-3.

Carmer finds a
home with SU

The Seattle University men's
Box and Schaab suffered from
The only low note for the
and women's tennis teams came a tough draw in the doubles Chieftains during the weekend
out of last weekends Seattle tournament, losing
a heartbreaker was the loss of senior Tom
Pacific University Invitational in the first round to the number Lecky. He injured his knee early
Tournament anticipating an one seeded team in the in the tournamentand the team is
excellent season. "I felt the tournament, 4-6, 7-6, 7-6.
still wailing to see if he will be
tournament was an excellent
able to return to action this
warm-up for the,season which
Box and Schaab met in the season.
By CHRIS THOMAS
As for basketball, Carmer is begins February 16,"
said head quarter finals of the singles
averaging 17 points and 7.8
Staff Reporter
coach Janet Adkisson.
SUbegins their seasonFeb.16
tournament, where they flipped a
rebounds per game. "Allison
The
women's
team had only coin to see who would continue. with the Alumni match, and then
probably
epitomizes
Carmcr,
type
the
of
Allison
a junior
four players in the six player
right into league play on
forward for theSeattle University athlete we want at SU. She is a tournament, but still finished in Box won the coin toss, but dive against
eventually
Feb.18
Central.
lost
to
the
one
number
women's basketball team, says dedicated student," hard worker,and second place with 21 team points.
very
coachable,
saidhead coach
shehas finally found ahome here
The University of Puget Sound
at Seattle University. Originally Dave Cox.
team
won the
Carmer said she plays women's
from Bcllevue,Carmer began her
tournament with 32 points,
basketball career at the University basketball because it relaxes her followed by SU, Central
of Washington in 1986, and and because she has fun. "Some Washington wilh 20 points and
stayed there for two years. She people read a book or go for a SPU with one. "With only four
then decided that theUW was too walk to release stress. Iplay players the women did amazingly
big and impersonal, and that she basketball," she said. Basketball well,"
said Adkisson. The
wanted to attend a smaller school. can be stressful for players, but doubles teams really came
Carmer transferred to the Carmcr believes the secret is through."
University of Anchorage Alaska, keeping the game in perspective.
Both women's doubles teams
but did not play basketball and "There'snoneed to get uptight. Imade it to the finals of ihe
only stayed a year. The smile at opponents when they get tournament. Number one seeded
reputation of SU's nursing mad at me on the court, itmakes sophomore Jenny Adkisson and
mV #
program is what brought Carmer them madder," she said.
senior Pctra Gagnon beat the
Carmcr hopes the Chieftains number one team from Central
back to Seattle. "I really like the
atmosphere here, all the teachers will cap their season with a trip
who had previously beaten the
and people are concerned for your to the conference championships, number one team from UPS.
well being," she said. "The profs "We all work hard, and when we The team of senior Carla Milan
here know if Imiss a class and do have fun, that makes playing and junior Lila Pcranzi beat the
worthwhile," she said.
that reallymotivates me."
number two and number three
teams from UPS en route to the
INTRAMURAL SOCCER
finals.
\
//
February 3, 1990
In last years tournament, the
Blue Division
men's team finished in last place
FCLAGNAF tie withSamba Dancers 3-3
with only one team point. This
year they finished in third place
FC Nutmeg over Brents 4-1
l
.^r Jr m
MUFWIBGABIMover BA Surfers 7-3
with 22. Willamette University
won the tournament with 38 ;
Red Division
points, followed by UPS wilh I
Jus Kickin' over Weli's 5-2
26, SU, Central wilh 10 and SPU
Garents over Pipers 3-0
with four.
Cage over ELS Warriors 5-1
Strong performances for the Yet some expectant mothers treatit like it is. miV
Gilly's over Tatoo You 4-3
j^^f
men's
team came from freshmen Because when they use. theirbabies use. Cocaine, crack or
Large & in Charge over X-Factor 2-0
No matter what you call it, make certain youcall it whatit
flr
Rob Box, Gary Schaab and Dan tool
February 4, 1990
is Deadly Cocaine can cause your baby tobe bornpremature,
Motais.
After beating the brain damaged, neurologically impaired, or delormed Or maybe it
Malgoni over Weli's 3-1
number two seed and the winner wonibe born at all Babies born tomothers who use cocaine may also
25SB»<^
Jus' Kickin' over Pipers 6-3
of
the tournament two years ago, havea much greater than normal chance ol dying ol SIDS or "crib death'
55*?H
Cage over X-Factor 5-2
to
Motais
lost
in
the
semi-finals
your
baby
junkie.
Don't
turn
into
a
ELS Warriors over Tatoo You 2-0
this year's tournament champion. Stop using cocaine before youget pregnant or delay yourpregnancy until you
(206) 624-1373
Gilly's Tic with Large &in Charge 1-1
Motais also made it to the semi- are able toquit completely. II youre pregnant and usingcocaine, get help now. w«»,n omvwow
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The timeless question, "How do you get a
good job without experience, and how do
you get that experience without a good job?"
Find some answers and take a look at an
extraordinary co-op program at Microsoft,
where you can get real-world experience
before graduation.

Co-op
Information Session
Thursday,February 15th
12:00 pm
Wycoff Engineering Auditorium

MkxosottCo-op

W*jsfc&
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sponsoring an
Inhonor of Klark History Month. Caiffpfrn Hall Cnnnril is
awareness
of
African American
serjes to increasepeople*'

frinratinnal

In order to better serve you, each week 5
out of 15 Representative Council members
will keep the campus updated about what
they are doing.
"Christine Sundin (Student-at-Large Rep.) is planning
for Casino Royale and Spring activities. She is also working with
the Clubs Committee to establish a directory/review system. She is
anxiously awaiting the S.O.S results and working on the ASSU
pamphlet.
"Tom Potter (Student-at-Large Rep.)is putting together a
Student-Alumni board. He is also organizing a state wide rally for
education. He is anxiously awaiting the S.O.S resultsand is researching food places around the area to compare to theMarriott.
Danie Eagleton (Transfer Rep.) is working with
Admissions and she is also recruiting new transfer students.
Lisa Thompson (Commuter Rep.) is currently working
with the Activities Committee planning up and coming spring
events. She is working with the Clubs Comittee encouraging club
involvement. She is also working with the Parking Commitee and
is eagerly tabulating S.O.S results.
Dave Paul (ASSU President) is working on Multicultural
support, finding a new Freshman Rep., and addressing the 1990-91
Budget.

culture:

Burning." A
"Feb. 13 "Exploringthe Facls and Myths of the film, "Mississippi
itwas like
film
and
what
guest speaker will facilitate a discussionabout the
the Civil
and
1960's
while
living ina racially segregatedAmerica in the 1950's
shaping.
Rights movement was
■Feb.20 "ExploringRacial Tensions Today Through the Film, "Do the Right
Thing." A panel of students of color willlead the discussion about the film and
present their ideas about racisminour community today.
■Feb.27 "UnderstandingAparthied Through the Film, "Cry Freedom." A guest
speaker will facilitate a discussion
-p.
about the film and present the changes taking
place in South Africa today. All events take place in m®
CampionLobby.
MJkMk
WEJVRp
ffIOWTTHE.
WAife JOY.
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CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
EXCHANGE PROGRAM?

"In the spirit of friendship and learning, it unites
American students with Internationalstudents.
"On a one-to-one basis exchange ideas andlearn
about places and people you may never have heard
about before.
"For additional information- call 296-6260
Thg Pooter

"

Watch the S.U. Women's Basketball Team in

Action!

"

Be in Bellarmine parking lot on Feb 17th at 4:30.
Cost is $2!

PISO Winter 90 Dance▼

"

Page designed by Sandi Macintosh

HP SYNC
In the Student Union Building
on February 15th at 6p.m.
Sign-ups for the Lip Sync are
in room SUB 202
Sign-up A.S.A.P.!
ONLY $2 and a heckuva lotta

.FUN!

Talk Back
THIS WEEKS TOPIC IS:
STATE OF THE STUDENT
How will the proposed
11.6% tuition increase
affect your life?
Fill out this coupon and
drop it in any Talkßack
box (located next to
the Spectator boxes).

Bus to CWU

I
Back to Life

Thel99o State Committee Meeting

toung Democrats of Washington
In Chieftain Lounge
occurs on February 10th and 11th
at
on Sat. Feb 9 from 9-1
El Centro De La Raza, Seattle.
If you would like to attend
Only $3 for general admission, $5 for
contact Benes Aldana.
$4 for couples wearing red!

LArche is Coming!
LArche,a communityof
developmental^disabled people,
is coming to share their lives withS.U.on
Feb. 13-15, 1990.

%
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Name:

IAreyou:
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Everyoneis invited to the followingevents:
"Tues. Feb. 13at 12- "SharingOur Hearts" slide show Presentation
andforum facilitated by John Whitney, SJ andNoah House.
Then, at 7, "Hopefor a Wounded World" KeynoteAddress
by Fr. David Rothrock,SJ, founder of the Tacoma LArche community.
EngineeringBuilding Auditorium.
in
a LArcheCommunity?"LArche
Living
"What'sIt
Uke
"Wed. Feb.14members makecampus presentations.
8 am-LibraryAuditorium only
Library
am
and Engineering Auditorium
9
10 am-LibraryandEngineering Auditorium
11 am-Library Auditorium only
12-Brown Bag Lunch ALL ARE WELCOME. 1891 Roomin Bellarmine Hall.
7-9:30- L'Arche andSU Social Eventll Skits anda DJ Dance.
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Trainor develops new ethics course
By MOLLY BRUMLEY
Staff Reporter

PLACE A CLARIFIED IN THE pCTATOB-^ 296-6470
2]j
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ATTENTION— HIRING! Governmentjobs yourarea. Manyimmediate openings without waiting list
or test. $17,840 $69,485. Call 1602-838-8885. EXT R7585
New group Home for adolescent
girls need women in sleep-over
positionfor room&board.SomeP/
T work.Contact Mahmoud Abdullah @ 382-5345.
Domino's Pizzaoffers flexiblehours
to meet your financial needs.
Employee discount. Insured car/
gooddriving record required. 622-

-

2100.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
WATCHING TV! 32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602838-8885 Ext. TV-7585
AIRLINESNOW HIRING!FLIGHT
ATTENDANTS, MANY OTHER
POSITIONS! $17,500 $58,240
Call (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. X-7585
ATTENTION HIRING! CRIUSE
SHIP, CASINO, HOTED JOBS!
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Details. (1) 602-838-8885Ext.Y-7585

-

Spring Breakin Hawaii!Openticket
toanywhere inHawaii onHawaiian
Air. Iwill beat any Hawaiian Air
price by 100 dollars. Leave message at 325-8378.

Next year, Seattle University
students will find one more ethics
course to choose from when thjy
register for classes. Thenew core
First Hill. Fiveminute walk to cam- requirement will be implemented
pus. 1 & 2 bedrooms.Some with a by Rosalcen Trainor,CSJP, who
view. $465, $500, $575.624-4625. received a 1990 summer
fellowship for her research on the
development of a professional
ethics course.
Best Fundraisers On Campus!
The university provides
Is your fraternity, sorority, or club summer fellowships to facilitate
interested in earning $I,ooo+ for a the work of faculty inareas other
one-week, on-campus marketing than teaching. Thus, the teacher
project? You must be well- organ- can focus on creating new courses
izedand hard-working.CallCorine for the school, finishing an
or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

Ongoing Keyboard/PCProjects.
Also Dictation/Transcription.
Alan Harvey Word processing.
#283-9873 after 1:00 p.m.

Good Shepherd Retreat,
Feb 10, 9 a.m. at 2601 Broadway
Aye. E. Retreat for women
survivors of childhood sexual
abuse.
Call 323-7131.
LEARNING DISABILITIES ASlearningprobSESSMENT.Detect
Feb.
lemsinbasic skills,including:read- Concert for Shelter,
University
10,
of
p.m.
8
at
ing, language, writing, mathematics, critical thinking,remembering, Washington Kane Hall. An
and reference skills for dailyliving evening of music and dance to
women and
and working.CallDr.KentJohnson, benefit homeless
$16 at
$14
advance,
children.
Morningside Academy, 329-9412
foranappointment.Regularly $300, door. Call622-3108.
Februaryspecialonly $95.Located
Recital, Feb. 11, 3
at 810 EighteenthAvenue,Seattle. Piano
p.m. at Lynn Building, Rogge
ADVERTISE IN
Auditorium. Fine Arts Prof.
THE SPECTATOR
Arthur Barnes performs works by
Reach SU students, faculty, staff, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin and
alumni and Capitol Hill. Call 296- Liszt. Call 296-5360.
6470 for more information.

DOMINO'S PjZZA DOUBLES

CYTOTECHNOLOGIST
A vital member
of
the health care team!

" Do you want to play an

important role in preventativeand diagnostic medicine?
" Would you enjoy challenging and interesting microscopic work?
" A career in cytotechnology may be for you!
" For more information,
including educational requirements, call or write:
Jan Brockway or Julie Kiesel
School of Cytotechnology
HarborviewMed. Center ZA-51
325 Ninth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 223-3145

' DFIF-ll

322-0094
$10.95 1
Special

|py

Two Medium 1 topping Original Style
pizzas for only $10.95 plus tax

IPhone

I
m

Must be filledout to be valid One coupon per pizza

Expires:

2/25/90

■ Valid al participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Customer pays sales lax
1where applicable. Prices may vary. Delivery areasare limited to ensure sale driving. Our

■ drivers carry less than $20.00.

Continuity in Change, Feb.
12, 6 p.m. at Elliott Bay Book
Co. Cafe. Featuring Alene H.
Moris, M.Ed, nationally
acclaimed speaker, consult-ant,
author andcareer counselor. Part
of the Women's Voices Women's
Vision, $8. Call 527-3696.

I
I

Valentine's Day Dance, Feb.
14, 8 p.m. at St. Joseph's Parish,
19th Avenue East and E. Aloha
Street. Enjoy a night of great
music, benefits Sojourner Place
and Providence Hospitality
House, $5. Call 545-4200.

Faculty & Staff Renewal,
Feb. 12, 4:45 p.m. at Casey
Commons. An evening of
discussion and sharing, $4
includes dinner. Call 296-5405.

Ricci College
Matteo
peer-advisors
student
informational meeting, Feb.
15 and Feb. 21, noon in Casey
119. Accepting applications for
1990-91 team of student pecradvisors. Call 296-5405.

Looking and Sounding
Great For The Interview,
Feb. 13, 7:30 p.m. at Casey
Commons. Career dressing, and
questions you should be prepared
to ask and answer during an
interview, registration required.
Call 296-5794.

Environmental
Our
Destiny, Feb. 15, 7:30 p.m. at
Green River Community College
Ficldhouse. Robert Kennedy Jr.
speaks on the challenges that lie
ahead in the 1990's and beyond,
$8-$lO. Call 464-6133.

Exploring the Facts and
Film
Myths
of
the
"Mississippi Burning", Feb.
13, 7 p.m. at Campion Lobby.
Film, and discussion about what
it was like living in a racially
segregated America in the 1950's
and 1960's while the Civil Rights
movement was shaping. Call
296-5600.

SU Graduate School Open

House, Feb. 21, 4:30 p.m. at

Lemieux Library Foyer. Call
296-5900.
Submit announcements to:
Seattle University
The Spectator
Broadway& Madison
Seattle, WA 98122
attn: Looking Ahead

Interested in learning how
to use a darkroom?
Free workshop on campus
For information contact Michele
Glode at 296-6470. Space is limited!

PHOTO EDITOR
0=53.

■ Street

the students, Trainor decided it
was time to implement a new
course concerning professional
ethics. "The issue is how does
one begin to identify ethical
issues, and how does one begin
solving them?" she said.
This course willbe focused on
maintaining one's values in the
work place. Trainor feels that
this class will be important
because in many fields "there can
easily be ethical issues that our
society has not yet identified or
addressed."
Trainor will complete the
fellowship in August 1990, and
expects to see the class listed as a
new core ethics course next year.

LOOKING AHEAD

SPECIALIZING inLarge and

Capitol Hill

incomplete dissertation, or
furthering their knowledge in a
particular area of their field. The
academic council decides who will
be awarded funding for their work
based upon the needs of the
university.
The development of the new
corehas been going on for several
years. Ithas gone through a few
revisions, but one course will
always be required ~ ethics.
"We are a school that is really
concerned with values," said
Trainer. "In order to fulfill our
mission we should be working
with the students on these skills,"
After examining the needs of
the philosophy department and
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The Spectator is now accepting applications
for the position of photo editor for Spring
quarter, 1990. Applicants should mp^t the
following criteria:
darkroom skills
""Proficient
Ability to coordinate photo assignments

'Available 15+ hours per week
Please submit resumes and portfolios to the Spectator in thebasement of the
Student Union Building by February 14,1990. Applicants must be available for

training between 2/15/90 and 3/8/90.
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